
Midah Kneged Midah

When we study the story of the sale of Yosef one question shines

out above all others - how could tzadikim of the magnitude of the

sons of Yaakov Avin commit such a grievous sin.

The Sforno explains that the shvatim when they saw Yosef coming,

assumed that he was not coming to check on their welfare, but

rather to either find some fault on their behalf, or to cause them to

sin. This would either lead to their father cursing them or their being

punished by Hashem, thereby leaving Yosef alone as a 'blessed'

son. If Yosef was trying to kill them in this world, and certainly in olam

habah, then he was considered a rodef, one who is actively in

pursuit with intention to kill. The halacha in such a situation is that one

is obligated to take the initiative and kill the rodef. The ten tzadikim

sat as a beis din and this was the clear halacha which they decided

upon.

Even when confronted by the harshness of the second in

command to Paroah which they knew must be midah kneged

midah for some sin they had committed, they analysed the previous

twenty one years without finding any sin for which they might

deserve it! Finally, when they reviewed the events of twenty two

years past, they understood that this was punishment, not for the

sale itself, but rather for their harshness and lack of sympathy to

Yosef, midah kneged midah!

However, as Hashem, who sees deep inside each individual

testifies, the brothers were jealous of Yosef. Even if these feelings

didn't influence their judgment, they were held accountable for

them. Where did this jealousy stem from? Yosef was a "ben

zekunim" of Yaakov Avinu, and was therefore given the ksonas

pasim, the special silk coat. Rashi's second pshat quotes the Targum

that ben zekunim means a wise son to whom he passed the
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Candle Lighting and Shabbos 3.43pm

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 3.48pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am
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Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 3.09pm

Ovos uBonim 6.09pm
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Special Anniversary Kiddush This Shabbos

Ladies Learning Programme

Chanuka Shiur

We are delighted to invite the Kehilla to a special sit down Kiddush

which takes place after Davenning this Shabbos to mark the

occasion of the 12th anniversary of Ohr Yerushalayim.

Join us for Cholent, Kugel, Whisky and our first ever auction which

will raise funds to enable us to expand our wide range of

programmes for the Kehilla.

The ladies learning programme continues this Sunday evening.

Chavrusa learning takes place from 8.15-9.00pm followed by a

pre-Chanuka Shiur from Rebbetzen Finfeld.

The second shiur from Rabbi Shimon Rose takes place on Sunday

evening from 8.15-9.00pm on the subject of “Why is this light

different from all other lights: topical Sheilos of Chanuka”

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 3.43pm (Shabbos 3.38pm)

Tuesday / Wednesday 7.20am

Late Maariv Minyan 8.00pm

teachings that he had absorbed from Shem and Ever.

Rav Yaakov Kaminetzky zatza"l, explains that the teachings of Shem

and Ever were different then the regular Torah teachings of the Avos

and were particularly pertinent to Yosef and not to his brothers.

Unlike the relative serenity enjoyed by the Avos, Shem, who lived in

the generation of the flood and Ever, who lived in the generation of

the tower, found it impossible to begin yeshivas. Their Torah was

how not to be affected by the surroundings which are acting

contrary to the will of Hashem. Yaakov foresaw that Yosef would

need this Torah and not his brothers, and therefore taught it only to

him. The brothers misunderstood their fathers intentions and

thought that they were being treated as an Esav or Yishmael and

were therefore jealous. This jealousy set the stage for the galus of

Mitzrayim.

As we look towards Chanuka, we have to realize that the golus of

Yavan also had jealousy at its very root. Chazal say that the Yevanim

darkened our eyes with their decrees. Chazal choose one decree

which seems to epitomize the deeper intentions of the Yevanim.

"Write on the horn of an ox that you have no portion in the Elokay

Yisrael."

The Sifsei Chaim explains that the Yevanim, wanted us to write on the

horn of the ox. The ox which symbolizes the natural and it's horn

which symbolizes it's strength. They were extremely jealous of the

miraculous bond between us and Hashem They wanted us to

accept that Hashem only deals, even with the Jews, on a natural

level. That there is no special relationship between us and Hashem.

May Hashem give us the clarity to realize the unique and central role

that we play in this universe.
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Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 4.54pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 3.40pm
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1. Describe the contents of s first dream.

2. To where was sent by his father?

3. Who came to comfort ?

4. How was related to ?

5. From whom did buy ?

6. What did wife do to garment?

7. From where did say that he had been

kidnapped?

H. If two people walk together, what does this

prove?
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Parsha Wordsearch

Oh Baby!

“I know this may not sound like a major problem," he began, "but
my 17-year-old daughter is very upset with me. It has come to a
point that she hardly talks to me. It began a few nights ago. My
wife and I were with a number of old friends at a wedding when
my daughter walked by. I introduced her to them by saying, 'This
is my baby.'

“I could see that at the moment she became very upset. Moments
later she pulled me to aside and was crying. 'You still think I'm a
baby!' she sobbed. 'I am almost eighteen already, and all you do

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (Torah.org)

Baby. In the sixties it was a term of poetic affection meted to any living

organism that a particular party was interested in. In the school yard, its

chant -- and a directive to stick its head in a sauce usually reserved for a

roast -- is a verbal taunt usually invoked by one of two immature

sparring partners.

But when the Torah refers to someone as a child or a na'ar it is taken very

seriously. Often it raises a flag. It is reason to analyze and deduce. The

word na'ar is often translated a child. It is hardly used for an infant and

rarely for a mature adolescent. But when applied in those

circumstances, the commentaries note its usage, and they comment.

In fact, when infant Moshe is found in a reed basket floating on the Nile,

the Torah tells us that the daughter of Pharaoh heard a na'ar crying.

(Exodus 2:6). Rashi comments on the apparent anomaly. After all the

word na'ar is not used for an infant. He explains by quoting Midrashic

sources that Moshe had a voice like a mature lad.

This week, the term na'ar is also used, and on the surface it is not

complimentary. "Yoseph was 17-years-old and was a shepherd with

his brothers by the flock, but he was a na'ar with the children of Bilhah

and Zilpah, his father's wives.” Again the expression na'ar raises a flag.

The Medrash obviously feels that that term should be reserved for

children younger than teens. And so the Medrash asks, is it fitting to

label a 17-year-old a Na'ar? It teaches us that at that age Yoseph acted

immaturely; dressing his hair and adorning his eyes to look handsome.

(Ramban feels that the term na'ar would apply, as he was youngest of all

the brothers except for Benjamin, a mere child at the time.)

The Sfas Emes asks a powerful question. If the term na'ar is out of place

for anyone even approaching his late teens then an earlier verse surely

needs clarification.

In Parshas Vayeirah Avraham travels for three days together with his sons

Yitzchak and Yishmael, and his servant Eliezer, pursuing Hashem's

command to bring his son as an offering on Mount Moriah. As he finally

sees the mountain, he knows it is time to conclude the journey alone

with only Yitzchak. So Avraham tells Yishmael and Eliezer, "remain here

with the donkey, and I and the na'ar will go yonder." (Genesis 22:5).

Yitzchak was 37-years old at the time, yet not one commentator is

troubled that his father calls him a baby! Why?

A man once approached my grandfather, Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetzky, of

blessed memory, quite distraught.

is call me your baby! Won't I ever be a grown-up in your eyes?'
Ever since then she doesn't want to talk to me."

The man shrugged as he pleaded with the sage. "I really don't
want to make this into a major issue, but I'm not sure how to
resolve this. Perhaps the Rosh Yeshiva can guide me."

Reb Yaakov put his hand on the man's shoulder. "You live in
Flatbush, don't you?"

At the time Reb Yaakov was staying at his youngest son, Reb
Avraham's home, and he invited the man to visit him there
together with his daughter. He assured him that he would not
discuss the incident but was confident that by the time the visit
was over the matter would be resolved."

The next day the man and his daughter visited Reb Yaakov at Reb
Avraham's home. Reb Yaakov invited the man and his daughter
into the dining room where they discussed a variety of issues
from school work to life in pre-war Europe everything but the
incident at the wedding.

About 10 minutes into the conversation, my uncle, Reb Avraham,
came down the stairs. Reb Yaakov looked over to him and invited
him to join the conversation. But first he introduced Reb Avraham
to his guests.

"This is my baby!" exclaimed the revered sage as he gave a warm
hug to his 55-year-old son.

Needless to say, the impact on the 17-year-old girl changed her
perspective on her father's comments. Fifteen minutes later they
left the house with a renewed and invigorated relationship!

The Sfas Emes answers his question very simply. When the Torah in a

narrative describes someone as a na'ar it is a flag for concern. It needs

explanation, whether complimentary or otherwise. But when a father

calls a child his na'ar there is no need to explain. It is simple and more

than acceptable. And Hashem Himself refers to his children that way.

"When Israel was a na'ar and I loved him, and since Egypt I have called

him my child" (Hosea 10).


